DARPA 1998 was one of the first Intrusion Detection datasets that was made publicly available. The KDD 1999 dataset was derived from DARPA 1998 to be used by researchers in developing machine learning (ML), classification and clustering algorithms with a security focus. DARPA 1998 has been criticised in literature due to raised concerns of problems in the dataset. Many research-ers have accused KDD 1999 of having similar concerns but insuffi-cient published evidence has been found. In this paper, we review the KDD 1999 generation process and present new proofs of existing inconsistencies in KDD 1999. We then present the process used to link some of the KDD 1999 (TELNET) records back to their origins in DARPA 1998 and discuss the interesting results and findings of this experiment.
Introduction
The computer security field, in general, lacks open and easy access to standardised and up-to-date datasets. This might be because of privacy and confidentiality restrictions, which complicates any attempt to create a publicly available dataset. As a result of the vast variations of services and newly developed tools that emerge every day, simulation of different network traffic is a difficult task. Therefore, DARPA 1998 and KDD 1999 datasets have been widely used in research and there have been no alternatives until recently, when new datasets such as the UNB ISCX Intrusion Detection Evaluation DataSet 2012 [1] started to emerge. The DARPA 1998 and KDD 1999 datasets are also used as benchmarks to compare newly developed systems and techniques with old analysis and results. In this paper, the DARPA term refers to the DARPA 1998 dataset, KDD refers to the KDD 1999 dataset and ML refers to machine learning. Stolfo et al. [4] and Lee et al [5] [6] [7] . have provided some details of the KDD's generation process. They have used Bro (Network Analysis Framework) [8] to process the network traces ('tcpdump.data.gz' and 'tcpdump.list') from the two DARPA datasets to generate the equivalent KDD sets (training 743MB and testing 430MB). The KDD process has stripped five important pieces of information (start time of connection, source IP, source port, destination IP and destination port) that made it nearly impossible to link any single connection record to its source in the DARPA traces. Without this information, it was represent a single record in KDD, and every record will provide a high level view of this connection based on the feature value. The 41 features are divided into four groups as shown in Table 3 : Stolfo et al. [4] and Lee et al [5] [6] [7] . have provided some details of the KDD's generation process. They have used Bro (Network Analysis Framework) [8] to process the network traces ('tcpdump.data.gz' and 'tcpdump.list') from the two DARPA datasets to generate the equivalent KDD sets (training 743MB and testing 430MB). The KDD Table 1 . Files provided in every simulation day in the DARPA project.
File Name Description tcpdump.data.gz The raw tcpdump data from the sniffer in this simulation tcpdump.list
The list file for the tcpdump data. This file lists connections and their status pascal.bsm.gz
The actual raw BSM data from this simulation bsm.list
The list file for the BSM data. pascal.praudit.gz ASCII version of pascal's BSM audit data obtained by passing pascal.bsm through praudit ps_monitor.log.gz
The results of running the UNIX command 'ps -elf' every 60 s on the machine which was audited process has stripped five important pieces of information (start time of connection, source IP, source port, destination IP and destination port) that made it nearly impossible to link any single connection record to its source in the DARPA traces. Without this information, it was impossible, until now, for researchers to validate the KDD creation process. Also, all scripts used and details of tools used along with their versions and parameter settings were not publicly available, which has made any attempt to validate KDD a difficult quest. Given these concerns it is surprising that KDD was accepted as a defacto standard for researchers to test their algorithms and detection systems. Since then no published paper has ever analysed or validated this creation process, although, Perona et al. [9] , have replicated the generation process of the KDD1999. However, their replication was not intended to address the limitations of the KDD1999, instead it aimed to extend the connections profiling by including their contents (payloads). Their study showed that analysis of the connections' content can be used to detect attacks in network traffic. However, this finding will be restricted when such traffic is encrypted, as is the case with impossible, until now, for researchers to validate the KDD creation process. Also, all scripts used and details of tools used along with their versions and parameter settings were not publicly available, which has made any attempt to validate KDD a difficult quest. Given these concerns it is surprising that KDD was accepted as a defacto standard for researchers to test their algorithms and detection systems. Since then no published paper has ever analysed or validated this creation process, although, Perona et al. [9] , have replicated the generation process of the KDD1999. However, their replication was not intended to address the limitations of the KDD1999, instead it aimed to extend the connections profiling by including their contents (payloads). Their study showed that analysis of the connections' content can be used to detect attacks in network traffic. However, this finding will be restricted when such traffic is encrypted, as is the case with the modern traffic. This study has resulted in the generation of a new dataset called gureKddcup database [9] that is similar to the KDD1999, however, much cleaner with all payloads extracted.
It is worth noting our analysis of KDD has revealed that the definition of a connection for ICMP is different from UDP and TCP. We noted that every ICMP packet is treated as a single connection (state-less), whereas every connection in UDP and TCP consists of a sequence of exchanged packets between two machines (state-full). This was evident by the fact that the destination bytes field (Feature 6: dst_bytes) in all ICMP connections is always set to zero. That would mean there was no response from the other end of communicating parties. This was not the case for UDP and TCP connections.
In this paper, we present important discoveries that indicate serious flaws in KDD and we question its generation process through comparative analysis and identification of mismatches. We reveal many inconsistencies that affect many of KDD's features, which question its reliability and suitability.
Existing criticism
In this section, we provide the main criticisms discussed in IDS literature about both datasets; DARPA and KDD.
DARPA
Almost all criticism in the literature is directed against DARPA and mainly concern its representation of reality. All DARPA criticism is inherited by KDD as it is a transformation of the original dataset. However, there was no secondary investigation into how it was generated and the possible faults it might have, independent from DARPA concerns. Brugger [10] , has called for stopping the use of KDD in research and provided some criticism against DARPA as the source of KDD, but not the KDD dataset itself. Brugger [10] , has criticised the DARPA dataset for including a very limited number of attacks which can be detected with a fixed signature.
Many have investigated the credibility of the DARPA dataset and many others have questioned its validity. For example, McHugh's [11, 12] criticism was focused on the generation methods of DARPA. He has mainly questioned the process of evaluating a real world system's performance by using experimental data. He has questioned the level to which the use of synthetic traffic is suitable for the not intended to address the limitations of the KDD1999, instead it aimed to extend the connections profiling by including their contents (payloads). Their study showed that analysis of the connections' content can be used to detect attacks in network traffic. However, this finding will be restricted when such traffic is encrypted, as is the case with Table 3 . KDD 1999 features.
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McHugh [11, 12] also questioned the use of ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve as a method for presenting the evaluation results. He has raised doubts about some unexpected problems that might take place by using this form of analysis in the IDS evaluation domain. The main problems that he has highlighted are, 'determining appropriate units of analysis, bias towards possibly unrealistic detection approaches, and questionable presentations of false alarm data'.
Mahoney and Chan [13, 14] criticised DARPA on the data level. They have noted that most of the attacks in DARPA can be detected using the TTL (Time-to-live) field in packets headers. They have noted that the DARPA training set has eight distinct TTL values, which is an unrealistic setup. This might be caused by the scripts and software used to generate traffic in the testing environment.
KDD
Although many researchers believe that KDD has inherited DARPA's problems, no evidence is provided to backup this claim. There were a number of attempts to analyse KDD but no actual validation or firm evaluation, especially on its generation process, was ever conducted.
Tavallaee et al. [15] , have attempted to analyse KDD and they have argued that the large number of redundant records in KDD is one of the main deficiencies of this dataset. Therefore, they suggested removing duplicate records and as a result they produced a shorter version called NSL-KDD. They assumed that records with exact feature values were duplicates. However, removing these records from KDD -based on that assumption -was not reasonable, as it is not logical to identify redundant records without having access to their timestamp, source and destination addresses and ports. That is because DARPA was composed of synthetic traffic, which was mostly produced using scripts or software by varying parameters. This could have generated identical traffic but between different hosts at different times, which, when this informa-tion is stripped, will produce the illusion of having identical traffic. Also, as noted in the Introduction, KDD treated every ICMP packet as a single connection. These cases produced traffic that looked identical in many cases, resulting in identical records in the KDD dataset. Based on the discussion in the next section (3. DARPA vs. KDD), this claim of redundancy was confirmed by comparing DARPA and KDD, but identifying the duplicate records is not easy task. Identifying these duplications the way Tavallaee et al. [15] , have done has similarly raised concerns.
The production of NSL-KDD has introduced some confusion between researchers, as many believe KDD and NSL-KDD are the same. For example, Wutyi and Thwin [16] , used KDD in their experiment, according to their references, but in their paper they referred to the dataset as NSL-KDD. Strangely enough, some researchers get confused between DARPA and KDD. For example, Creech and Hu [17] , listed criticism of KDD and its weak performance under classification and ML algorithms, but careful examination of their references demonstrates that they were referring to the DARPA dataset.
In another attempt to analyse KDD, Portnoy et al. [18] , have partitioned KDD's training data into 10 subsets, where each subset is about 10% of the original dataset. They have observed that the attacks in the KDD dataset were not evenly distributed, which has made their attempt to cross-validate very difficult. It seems that they have based their work on an assumption which neglects a crucial fact about KDD. The dataset aggregates 35 days of traffic into a single collection where the record order and distribution were not taken into consideration. KDD's documentation provides no hint about the order of these records. Therefore, it is possible to find a connection from the 35th simulation day at the beginning of the KDD dataset, as our experiment has revealed. In addition, a quick analysis on DARPA revealed that traffic and attack distributions between simulation days are not equally distributed; there are days that have far higher attack traffic than others. This was done deliberately to reflect real network traffic as much as possible. Therefore, splitting KDD into ten distinct subsets was neither justified nor reasonable.
Leung and Leckie [19] pointed out that smurf and neptune attacks affect evaluations as they form over 71% of the KDD dataset. Therefore, they have suggested the use of other means to detect these types of attacks and avoid the use of anomaly detection systems. This claim neglects the fact that the KDD dataset is meant to provide a high level view of every connection in the network from which ML algorithms or tools were to test their capabilities in distinguishing anomalous traffic from benign ones. The high number of counts of these two attacks could be a result of the way KDD is treating ICMP traffic -as explained in the Introduction-or due to the duplication presented in the next section (3. DARPA vs. KDD).
Bouzida et al. [20, 21] ran statistical analysis on KDD and concluded that KDD's feature set has serious limitations, rendering ML algorithms inappropriate for the task. They have reasoned the failure to detect the Remote to Local (R2L) attacks are due to problems in the transformation of DARPA into KDD. They also considered the training and test datasets of KDD to be incoherent. . It is unique in terms of linking connections between DARPA and KDD and identifying many serious flaws in the generation process itself. Table 4 provides a map of the analysis focus of every publication listed above.
The main contribution of this work is the analysis and the identification of the problems in the generation process of the KDD dataset. The original process was neither evaluated nor analysed in any way to test its validity in comparison to the original data. If this process was perfected and made available for the research community, we could have had various KDD-like datasets. These could have evolved through time, introducing new attacks in new ways or domains, with new feature sets or specific features for certain attack classes.
TCP traffic than what actually existed in DARPA. It also migrated less of ICMP and UDP traffic with no standard proportion sizes. This table was constructed by summing the src_bytes and dst_bytes values in KDD for every protocol (ICMP, TCP and UDP). In DARPA, every PCAP file has been processed to compute the payload size of every packet and sum their total by the traffic type -ICMP, TCP and UDP.
Our initial attempt to understand the logic used to compute the Content Features in KDD has led to the analysis discussed in this paper. We linked some KDD connections to DARPA in order to extract the content of these connections and analysed them to reverse engineer the rules used to compute these features. This analysis has led to a deeper exploration to determine the solid linking mechanisms between the parent (DARPA) and the child (KDD) datasets.
In our first experiment to link the two datasets together, we mapped the attack types between DARPA and KDD. We counted the number of every attack type in DARPA as provided in the 'tcpdump.list' files of all the 35 simulation days of the training set and matched them with their equivalents in the KDD dataset. These 'tcpdump.list' files provide a connection view of the DARPA datasetas illustrated in Table 2 and they Our focus and contributions in this paper. We:
• Compare DARAP and KDD together • Identify the mismatches between the number of attack connections between DARPA and KDD as well as the differences in the total exchanged payload (two way analysis),
• Determine a linking key to match records between DARPA and KDD, • Link Telnet connections from KDD back to their sources in DARPA and extract their content, • Analyse the content-based features' construction process, based on the matched records,
• Identifywith evidenceproblems in feature generation and computation. 6 3. DARPA vs. KDD
General comparison between DARPA and KDD
In our experiment we have started our analysis by comparing the total size of exchanged packets of every protocol between DARPA and KDD. This analysis -as the following Table 5 shows -has revealed a major flaw in KDD dataset as it contains more TCP traffic than what actually existed in DARPA. It also migrated less of ICMP and UDP traffic with no standard proportion sizes. This table was constructed by summing the src_bytes and dst_bytes values in KDD for every protocol (ICMP, TCP and UDP). In DARPA, every PCAP file has been processed to compute the payload size of every packet and sum their total by the traffic type -ICMP, TCP and UDP.
Our initial attempt to understand the logic used to compute the Content Features in KDD has led to the analysis discussed in this paper. We linked some KDD connections to DARPA in order to extract the deeper exploration to determine the solid linking mechanisms between the parent (DARPA) and the child (KDD) datasets. In our first experiment to link the two datasets together, we mapped the attack types between DARPA and KDD. We counted the number of every attack type in DARPA as provided in the 'tcpdump.list' files of all the 35 simulation days of the training set and matched them with their equivalents in the KDD dataset. These 'tcpdump.list' files provide a connection view of the DARPA datasetas illustrated in Table 2 and they form the original ground truth used to construct the KDD.
The following table (Table 6) shows the mapping of ALL attacks in KDD to their sources in DARPA along with the percentage of those attack connections in KDD with respect to DARPA. This table has revealed an important discovery. It clearly shows that KDD has more smurf and imap attacks than occur in DARPA. This would mean either normal connections were incorrectly classified as attacks in KDD, as pointed out by Engen et al. [24] , or duplication has taken place in the generation process, as argued by Tavallaee et al. [15] . This has resulted in KDD having more than double the total attacks in DARPA. Moreover, it is also not clear if the selection of traffic was random or not, as the percentages, also shown in Table 6 , demonstrate a great deal of variations between attack types. For instance, we found that only 2.51% of pod attack were added to KDD, whereas 100% of other attacks (ftp-write, spy, etc. . .) were migrated. In addition, it was not stated anywhere in the documentation of KDD how anomaly connections were treated and whether they were added to KDD as normal traffic, or ignored. An anomaly connection is one where there is deliberate uncommon behaviour by users, such as logging in at night time, to test the system. content of these connections and analysed them to reverse engineer the rules used to compute these features. This analysis has led to a deeper exploration to determine the solid linking mechanisms between the parent (DARPA) and the child (KDD) datasets.
In our first experiment to link the two datasets together, we mapped the attack types between DARPA and KDD. We counted the number of every attack type in DARPA as provided in the 'tcpdump.list' files of all the 35 simulation days of the training set and matched them with their equivalents in the KDD dataset. These 'tcpdump.list' files provide a connection view of the DARPA dataset -as illustrated in Table 5 -and they form the original ground truth used to construct the KDD.
The following table (Table 6) shows the mapping of ALL attacks in KDD to their sources in DARPA along with the percentage of those attack connections in KDD with respect to DARPA. This table has revealed an important discovery. It clearly shows that KDD has more smurf and imap attacks than occur in DARPA. This would mean either normal connections were incorrectly classified as attacks in KDD, as pointed out by Engen et al. [24] , or duplication has taken place in the generation process, as argued by Tavallaee et al.
[15]. This has resulted in KDD having more than double the total attacks in DARPA.
Moreover, it is also not clear if the selection of traffic was random or not, as the percentages, also shown in Table 6 , demonstrate a great deal of variations between attack types. For instance, we found that only 2.51% of pod attack were added to KDD, whereas 100% of other attacks (ftp-write, spy, etc. . .) were migrated. In addition, it was not stated anywhere in the documentation of KDD how anomaly connections were treated and whether they were added to KDD as normal traffic, or ignored. An anomaly connection is one where there is deliberate uncommon behaviour by users, such as logging in at night time, to test the system.
As our attempt was to reverse engineer the Content Features construction process, we analysed KDD to discover what type of traffic affects these features. Therefore, we extracted all connection records that have at least one of their Content Features (10-22) set to a value greater than zero. After that, we analysed the services within those connections. Table 7 shows the services and their respective Content Features. Values of those features represent the maximum value found with respect to the service under consideration. For example, the maximum value of feature 16 (num_root) in the Telnet service is 7468.
example, the maximum value of feature 16 (num_root) in the Telnet service is 7468.
The minimum values of these features is always zero. It is also clear that feature 20 (num_outbound_cmds) is always zero. This raises a serious question about its contribution to the dataset. The Telnet service contributes to 12 out of 13 features as clearly shown in Table 7 . Therefore, the experiments described in this paper were focused on Telnet connections. Table 7 presents another important observation, which is the generalization of features to all services. This generalisation could be considered as one of the main drawbacks of KDD. The presence of these features in connections, such as ICMP connections, will affect the learning abilities of ML algorithms and tools. This could The minimum values of these features is always zero. It is also clear that feature 2 (num_outbound_cmds) is always zero. This raises a serious question about its contribution to the dataset.
The Telnet service contributes to 12 out of 13 features as clearly shown in Table 7 . Therefore, the experiments described in this paper were focused on Telnet connections. Table 7 presents another important observation, which is the generalization of features to all services. This generalisation could be considered as one of the main drawbacks of KDD. The presence of these features in connections, such as ICMP connections, will affect the learning abilities of ML algorithms and tools. This could provide an explanation of the failure in detecting attacks based on these features, such as R2L and U2R attacks.
Matching connections between DARPA and KDD
The second presented experiment has a number of phases, where every phase was aimed at understanding one part of the KDD's construction process. Initially basic statistical analysis of the data (KDD and DARPA) was generated and compared. Then subsets of both datasets were selected for further analysis and matching up.
Phase 1 -matching telnet attacks
We conducted another general attack type mapping between DARPA and KDD, but this time focused on Telnet connections only. This was to determine the possibility and feasibility of conducting manual matching of these attack connections between the two datasets. The following table - Table 8 -shows that a manageable number of cases exists for the manual matching attempt.
The manual analysis of the actual content of the Telnet connections was not avoid-able. This was because of the nature of dataset and its poor documentation and lack of its original generation tools. This was a result of the fact that, these content-based features in KDD, were generated based on the actual payloads
We conducted another general attack type mapping between DARPA and KDD, but this time focused on Telnet connections only. This was to determine the possibility and feasibility of conducting manual matching of these attack connections between the two datasets. The following table - Table 8 shows that a manageable number of cases exists for the manual matching attempt. The manual analysis of the actual content of the Telnet connections was not avoidable. This was because of the nature of dataset and its poor documentation and lack of its original generation tools. This was a result of the fact that, these content-based features in KDD, were generated based on the actual payloads of these connections. Hence, as KDD's generation scripts are not available, we have had to focus on a subset of the dataset to evaluate this generation process. The approach presented in this paper can be easily extended to other services as well.
In order to be able to match records from KDD to connections in DARPA, we had to identify matching keys using the existing KDD features. Therefore, manual analysis and matching has introduced the use of duration, source bytes and destination bytes (features 1, 5 and 6) as promising keys to match Telnet connections. In the coming sections, the term 'Successfully mapped' means that we mapped a KDD record to its original connection in DARPA using all three features (duration, src_bytes, dst_bytes). The term 'partially mapped' means we have used two features (src_bytes, dst_bytes) in the mapping process. of these connections. Hence, as KDD's generation scripts are not available, we have had to focus on a subset of the dataset to evaluate this generation process. The approach presented in this paper can be easily extended to other services as well.
In order to be able to match records from KDD to connections in DARPA, we had to identify matching keys using the existing KDD features. Therefore, manual analysis and matching has introduced the use of duration, source bytes and destination bytes (features 1, 5 and 6) as promising keys to match Telnet connections. In the coming sections, the term 'Successfully mapped' means that we mapped a KDD record to its original connection in DARPA using all three features (duration, src_bytes, dst_bytes). The term 'partially mapped' means we have used two features (src_bytes, dst_bytes) in the mapping process.
The first row of Table 9 shows that there are over 50% of Telnet records in KDD with a unique key. That means every record within that 50% has a distinct key that identifies this record alone. This gives us a good probability for one-to-one matching of Telnet connections between KDD and DARPA.
The last row of Table 9 shows that there are 45% of Telnet connections with the same key. Most of these are the neptune and portsweep attack connections, where they share the same matching key value. Appendix A presents an example of some successful mapping of the Telnet attack connections.
We have used the term collision to determine the number of records each key will map to. For example, a key with a collision degree of 3, would mean there are three records which have the same key (duration, src_bytes, dst_bytes).
Throughout our analysis, two out of the 53 guess_passwd attacks in KDD did not map to any of DARPA's attacks. The mapping key (0,126,179) aggregated 40/53 guess_passwd KDD connections which were successfully mapped to 38 connections in DARPA with the same key. The remaining two connections did not even partially map to any connection. Table 10 presents the number of connections for every TCP service in KDD. It also shows the percentage of the uniquely identifiable connections among all connections of a certain service. As it can be seen, only X11, IRC, smtp and telnet services have more than 50% of their connections are uniquely identifiable using the Key[dura-tion, src_bytes, dst_bytes]. Services like http_2784 and pm_dump have very small number of connections to be attractive for this investigation.
As a result, the selection of the Telnet service to be the focus of this paper was due to the following main two reasons:
1.
(1) The number of connections is very large for manual analysis. Therefore, focused cases with good diversity of attack scenarios criteria has led to the selection of the Telnet service (as shown in Tables 6 and 9),
2.
(2) The Telnet service contributed to 12 out of 13 content-based features. Therefore, it was a reasonable service to focus on to determine the logic of the generation process of these features (see Table 7 ), KDD connections which were successfully mapped to 38 connections in DARPA with the same key. The remaining two connections did not even partially map to any connection. Table 10 presents the number of connections for every TCP service in KDD. It also shows the percentage of the uniquely identifiable connections among all connections of a certain service. As it can be seen, only X11, IRC, smtp and telnet services have more than 50% of their connections are uniquely identifiable using the Key[duration, src_bytes, dst_bytes]. Services like http_2784 and pm_dump have very small number of connections to be attractive for this investigation.
(1) The number of connections is very large for manual analysis. Therefore, focused cases with good diversity of attack scenarios criteria has led to the selection of the Telnet service (as shown in Tables 6 and 9), (2) The Telnet service contributed to 12 out of 13 content-based features. Therefore, it was a reasonable service to focus on to determine the logic of the generation process of these features (see Table 7 ),
Note that the main aim of this study is not to find problems with Telnet connections, rather it investigates the process adopted in the KDD generation that was used to engineer the features set. Telnet connections were used as an example to illustrate many problems in the adopted extraction process and the engineering of many of the KDD's features. Choosing Note that the main aim of this study is not to find problems with Telnet connections, rather it investigates the process adopted in the KDD generation that was used to engineer the features set. Telnet connections were used as an example to illustrate many problems in the adopted extraction process and the engineering of many of the KDD's features. Choosing connections with their Content-based features set to values greater than zero was the main selection criteria. As these small, randomly picked connections have shown so many problems, there are no guarantees that similar ones do not exist in many other connections types as well, especially services that trigger these content-based features. The approach and method presented in this study can be extended for other connections of other services to link them to their original sources in DARPA and be investigated, evaluated and analysed.
connections with their Content-based features set to values greater than zero was the main selection criteria. As these small, randomly picked connections have shown so many problems, there are no guarantees that similar ones do not exist in many other connections types The matching process is in two steps. The first pass will match records between DARPA and KDD using the Key[duration, src_bytes, dst_bytes]. Therefore, all records between the two datasets that have the same combination of values for these fields will be added to the matched set (Successfully mapped). The second pass will attempt to match the remaining (none-matched) connections using Key[src_bytes, dst_bytes] (partial matching). The matched records at this stage will be added to the possible matched set (partially mapped). After the completion of the matching phase, selected cases were used for manual analysis. The details of the matching process is as follows:
Step 1. Process every PCAP file in DARPA training dataset using Bro to produce a list of mapping keys (Key[duration, src bytes, dst bytes]) for every Telnet connection and extract their payloads (Algorithm 1 in Figure 1 ).
Step 2. Process KDD training dataset to produce a list of mapping keys (Key[duration, src_bytes, dst_bytes]) for every Telnet connection (Algorithm 2 in Figure 2 ).
Step 3. Compare the sets of mapping keys between the two datasets as detailed in Algorithm 3 (Figure 3) , by performing the following two phases:
• Phase 1 Compare all mapping keys between the two lists (MK D and MK K ), if any two keys match each other, then they will be added to the match list and be removed from their respective lists • Phase 2 Perform a partial comparison for the remaining mapping keys after the removal of the matched ones. This comparison will compare the mapping keys partially (Key[src_bytes, dst_bytes]). If any two keys match each other, then they will be added to the partially matched list and be removed from their respective lists.
Step 4. Perform manual analysis of the matched connections by comparing the payload of multiple connections -from DARPA PCAPs -and identifying possible patterns that contributed to the setting of the features -as pro-vided by KDD. This was done by selecting a number of connections that have their content-based feature (Fi in {F10…F22}) is set to a value greater than 0.
Then, based on the definition of that feature, we performed a manual and rigorous analysis to identify all possible patterns from those connections that have contributed to this feature. Based on this analysis we were able to identify many irregularities in feature values between similarin terms of payload -connections.
two keys match each other, then they will be added to the match list and be removed from their respective lists • Phase 2 Perform a partial comparison for the remaining mapping keys after the removal of the matched ones. This comparison will compare the mapping keys partially (Key[src_bytes, dst_bytes]). If any two keys match each other, Figure 1 . Algorithm 1 -DARPA pre-processing.
Phase 2 -analysing connection contents
Applying this matching technique, we extracted the actual content (command and response sequences) of these connections and analysed them manually. We attempted to extract the relevant patterns depending on the available documentation that, we believed, will have an effect on the content features (10-22).
Based on this analysis, as will be shown in the coming sections, we were able to detect a great deal of inconsistencies in the feature generation process in the original KDD.
Feature analysis
In this section we present all the inconsistencies that have been detected in every feature examined in these two experiments. Also we provide, where appropriate, a better explanation of those features that were poorly described in the KDD documentation based on our observations of the linked connections with DARPA.
5.1. Basic features 5.1.1. duration (feature 1)
We have identified many irregularities affecting this feature in KDD. It represents the duration of a connection, in seconds, from start to end. In a TCP connection, this represents the period between the first and last packet within a single connection. But in ICMP connections, all durations are zero, because KDD has treated every ICMP packet as a single connection.
Studying this feature within the Telnet connections, we were able to detect that some Telnet connections in KDD have a shorter duration than their equivalent connection in DARPA. After investigating this issue, we have found that if a TCP connection is attempted, where multiple SYN packets were sent at the handshake stage, only the last SYN packet was used to mark the start time of this connection. This makes the total duration shorter by the difference between the first and last SYN packets in this phase.
Another observation was that some Telnet sessions, especially the long ones, were assigned a duration of zero in KDD. There was no explanation in the KDD documentation of these cases. The following table (Table 11) shows some examples, out of over 100 mapped cases between KDD and DARPA, with a difference in durations. The features values of src_bytes and dst_bytes in both datasets were the same for these cases, and allowed us to match the records partially. This will affect the learning capability of ML algorithms.
then they will be added to the partially matched list and be removed from their respective lists.
Step 4. Perform manual analysis of the matched connections by comparing the payload of multiple connectionsfrom DARPA PCAPsand identifying possible patterns that contributed to the setting of the featuresas provided by KDD. This was done by selecting a number of connections that have their content-based feature (F i 2 F 10 Á Á Á F 22 f g ) is set to a value greater than 0. Then, based on the definition of that feature, we performed a manual and rigorous analysis to identify all possible patterns from those connections that have contributed to this feature. Based on this analysis we were able to identify many irregularities in feature values between similarin terms of payloadconnections.
Phase 2 -analysing connection contents
Applying this matching technique, we extracted the actual content (command and response sequences) of these connections and analysed them manually. We attempted to extract the relevant patterns depending on the available documentation that, we believed, will have an effect on the content features (10-22). Based on this analysis, as will be shown in the coming sections, we were able to detect a great deal of inconsistencies in the feature generation process in the original KDD.
Feature analysis
In this section we present all the inconsistencies that have been detected in every feature examined in these two experiments. Also we provide, where appropriate, a better explanation of those features that were poorly described in the KDD documentation based on our observations of the linked connections with DARPA. -7] has explained this as an access to a system directory or a creation or execution of a program. It is not clear what folders are considered as system directories. In our manual checking for what patterns could increment this feature, we found many inconsistencies. For instance, one of these irregularities were caused by -but not limited to-Program compilation with the GCC command, which sometimes increments this feature count and sometimes does not. Therefore, we could not accurately determine the logic for this feature's computation.
Basic features

duration (feature 1)
We have identified many irregularities affecting this feature in KDD. It represents the duration of a connection, in seconds, from start to end. In a TCP connection, this represents the period between the first and last packet within a single connection. But in ICMP connections, all durations are zero, because KDD has treated every ICMP packet as a single connection. Studying this feature within the Telnet connections, we were able to detect that some Telnet connections in KDD have a shorter duration than their equivalent connection in DARPA. After investigating this issue, we have found that if a TCP connection is For example, in the following mapped connection (1,446,934), in Table 12 , there were four calls to '/bin/gcc' command, but KDD shows only three hot actions. Although connection (1,446,934) has almost the same sequence of commands and the same number of '/bin/gcc' command calls as connection (3,429,269), the former failed to detect one of the '/bin/gcc' command calls for no clear reason. (See Appendixes B and C for actual content.) Based on the fact that the DARPA dataset was generated using synthetic traffic and readymade scripts that include predefined attack scenarios, it will not be surprising to see lots of connection between different hosts at different times with nearly the exact same content and payload, which was evident throughout our analysis. Much of the compared traffic will have nearly same payload, but with inconsistently different feature values.
num_failed_logins (feature 11)
This feature counts the number of failed login attempts. In our investigation, we found that it is incremented whenever the 'incorrect login' string is present in the response message from server to the client. This means that if this message appeared in a normal response, such as an email message or SQL result, then this feature will be incremented.
Strangely enough, we identified the following case where KDD has failed to increment this feature (Table  13) , even though there were two failed login attempts in this connection, as shown in Figure 4 . That is because the response was 'Login incorrect' instead of 'incorrect login'.
logged_in (feature 12)
This feature is used to indicate if a login to service was successful or not. This feature was evaluated by a blind search for the 'last login' pattern. Failure to detect this pattern will result in this feature not being set.
Strangely enough, we identified the following case where KDD has failed to increment this feature (Table 13) , even though there were two failed login attempts in this connection, as shown in Figure 4 . That is because the response was 'Login incorrect' instead of 'incorrect login'.
This feature is used to indicate if a login to service was successful or not. This feature was evaluated by a blind search for the 'last login' pattern. Failure to detect this pattern will result in this feature not being set. Table 14 presents some examples; connection (7449) detected a login even though the 'last login' pattern is missing, whereas in connection (3,927,225) login was not detected because the pattern was missing, even though a successful login took place (see Appendixes D and E for actual content).
lnum_compromised (feature 13)
According to , this feature represent counts of error messages, such as, 'not found' or 'Jump to' instructions. Our analysis has found that some connections have 'Command not found' and 'No such file or directory' errors, but they did not contribute to this feature's calculation. Table 15 shows that in connection (4,810,953), KDD has counted the 'no such file or directory' pattern as a compromising case. Whereas in connection (805,010) the system has failed to detect this pattern but it was incremented for some other pattern.
lroot_shell (feature 14)
According the KDD documentation, this feature is set when a user achieved a root access to the shell. This is triggered when the terminal's prompt settings change. For example, a change from 'user@systemName~$' to 'systemName~#' indicates the user has escalated privilege to root level. This can be useful to detect user-to-root (U2R) attacks. In our observations we found that KDD has used a very simple check to detect this pattern. The KDD generation process checked that if a server response line starts with a '#' character then This feature is used to indicate if a login to service was successful or not. This feature was evaluated by a blind search for the 'last login' pattern. Failure to detect this pattern will result in this feature not being set. Table 14 presents some examples; connection (7449) detected a login even though the 'last login' pattern is missing, whereas in connection (3,927,225) login was not detected because the pattern was missing, even though a successful login took place (see Appendixes D and E for actual content).
lnum_compromised (feature 13)
lroot_shell (feature 14)
According the KDD documentation, this feature is set when a user achieved a root access to the shell. This is triggered when the terminal's prompt settings change. For example, a change from 'user@systemName~$' to 'systemName~#' indicates the user has escalated privilege to root level. This can be useful to detect user-to-root (U2R) attacks. In our observations we found that KDD has used a very simple check to detect this pattern. The KDD generation process checked that if a server response line starts with a '#' character then it considers that a root shell has been obtained. However, the detection of such a pattern was not always consistent as many flaws has been detected throughout our analysis. In the following connection (406,471) in Table 16 , a root shell was obtained, but the KDD generation script has failed to detect it (see Appendix F for actual content).
These inconsistences in detecting patterns might indicate that KDD has used multiple Table 14 presents some examples; connection (7449) detected a login even though the 'last login' pattern is missing, whereas in connection (3,927,225) login was not detected because the pattern was missing, even though a successful login took place (see Appendixes D and E for actual content).
lnum_compromised (feature 13)
According to , this feature represents counts of error messages, such as, 'not found' or 'Jump to' instructions. Our analysis has found that some connections have 'Command not found' and 'No such file or directory' errors, but they did not contribute to this feature's calculation. Table 15 shows that in connection (4,810,953), KDD has counted the 'no such file or directory' pattern as a compromising case. Whereas in connection (805,010) the system has failed to detect this pattern but it was incremented for some other pattern.
lroot_shell (feature 14)
According the KDD documentation, this feature is set when a user achieved a root access to the shell. This is triggered when the terminal's prompt settings change. For example, a change from 'user@systemName ~ $' to 'systemName ~ #' indicates the user has escalated privilege to root level. This can be useful to detect user-to-root (U2R) attacks. In our observations we found that KDD has used a very simple check to detect this pattern. The KDD generation process checked that if a server response line starts with a '#' character then it considers that a root shell has been obtained. However, the detection of such a pattern was not always consistent as many flaws has been detected throughout our analysis.
In the following connection (406,471) in Table 16 , a root shell was obtained, but the KDD generation script has failed to detect it (see Appendix F for actual content).
These inconsistences in detecting patterns might indicate that KDD has used multiple scripts with different logic in their generation process. That is because -as presented throughout this paper-a pattern will increment a feature in one connection, but it fails to do so in another one, even though same command was executed.
lnum_root (feature 16)
This feature counts the number of occurrences of a 'root' term within a connection's payload. Our investigation has exposed many inconsistencies with this. We have identified connections that count the number of occurrences of the word 'root', while other connections would count the number of lines that contained 'root'. In some other cases, we were not able to match the counts with any of those choices.
it considers that a root shell has been obtained. However, the detection of such a pattern was not always consistent as many flaws has been detected throughout our analysis. In the following connection (406,471) in Table 16 , a root shell was obtained, but the KDD generation script has failed to detect it (see Appendix F for actual content).
These inconsistences in detecting patterns might indicate that KDD has used multiple scripts with different logic in their generation process. That is becauseas presented throughout this paper-a pattern will increment a feature in one connection, but it fails to do so in another one, even though same command was executed. it considers that a root shell has been obtained. However, the detection of such a pattern was not always consistent as many flaws has been detected throughout our analysis. In the following connection (406,471) in Table 16 , a root shell was obtained, but the KDD generation script has failed to detect it (see Appendix F for actual content).
These inconsistences in detecting patterns might indicate that KDD has used multiple scripts with different logic in their generation process. That is becauseas presented throughout this paper-a pattern will increment a feature in one connection, but it fails to do so in another one, even though same command was executed. Treating this feature as a count is not sensible, as some connections will contain a large number of words whereas the number of occurrences of this term does not present a good indicator of anything. For example, Table 17 lists a single connection (1,401,653) which maps to a connection in DARPA with over 7468 'root' terms. However, after checking the payload, we found that all these terms appeared as a response to a directory content listing command (ls). In these responses, the 'root' term was identifying the user and group of those listed files. Using a frequency measure could have been a better indicator.
In two other cases shown in Table 17 , connection (3,682,786) used the number of lines, four lines in this case, where the 'root' pattern has appeared although there were actually six patterns. Connection (841,798) used the number of occurrences of the pattern, three 'root' patterns, instead of the number of lines (two lines). We were also able to identify cases where neither pattern occurrences nor the number of lines were used to set this feature's value. Connection (1,401,653) is an example of this; it had 8332 repetitions of 'root' and 7476 lines with this pattern, but the value it had is 7468 that matches neither of these figures. For example, connection (841,798) in Table 18 has two 'chmod', one 'cat >', one 'cp' and one 'rm' commands, but only four of them where counted. In some other cases, some of these commands are not considered, while in others they are. This presents the vagueness of this transformation process, as it is not clear which measure was used for this metric; number of different commands or number of their calls.
lnum_shells (feature 18)
Our analysis has revealed that this feature is incremented by the detection of any of the shell command patterns, such as, '/bin/sh', '/bin/bash', '/bin/csh' or '/bin/ tcsh'. It is not clear if other patterns are considered or not, as further investigation is required. Even with this, connections in KDD have failed to count the occurrences of such patterns correctly. For example, connection (3,927,225) in Table 19 has two occurrences of '/bin/sh' pattern, but none of them were detected.
lnum_outbound_cmds (feature 20)
Although, Lee et al.
[5-7], Stolfo et al.
[4] and KDD [3] have described this feature as the number of outbound commands or connections within an FTP session, this feature has never been set as it is always a zero value in KDD with all services on all protocols. Therefore, we were not able to determine any link to patterns that might affect it. This also raises more concerns about the contribution of this feature to the learning capability of ML algorithms.
lines in this case, where the 'root' pattern has appeared although there were actually six patterns. Connection (841,798) used the number of occurrences of the pattern, three 'root' patterns, instead of the number of lines (two lines). We were also able to identify cases where neither pattern occurrences nor the number of lines were used to set this feature's value. Connection (1,401,653) is an example of this; it had 8332 repetitions of 'root' and 7476 lines with this pattern, but the value it had is 7468 that matches neither of these figures. Table 18 has two 'chmod', one 'cat >', one 'cp' and one 'rm' commands, but only four of them where counted. In some other cases, some of these commands are not considered, while in others they are. This presents the vagueness of this transformation process, as it is not clear which measure was used for this metric; number of different commands or number of their calls. For example, the following connection (1, 381, 226) in Table 20 contains a 'su' call, where a root privilege is gained, but this feature has not been incremented.
Connection based attributes [features 32-41)
The calculation process of these features was not explained in a clear way, which resulted in misconceptions among researchers. Such confusion was evident by 15, when they explained the slow probing attack and how the KDD's connection features were constructed to solve this problem. 'To solve this problem, the "same host" and "same service" features are re-calculated but based on the connection window of 100 connections rather than a time window of 2 s.' (15] Looking carefully at the explanation of Stolfo et al. [4] , and Lee et al.
[5-7] a separate and more confusing process will emerge. Their explanation of the construction process was as follows:
"We sorted these connection records by the destination hosts, and applied the same pattern mining and feature construction process. [Rather than|Instead of] using a time window of 2 seconds, we now used a "connection" window of 100 connections, and constructed a mirror set of "host-based traffic" features as the (time-based) "traffic" features."
The following figure ( Figure 5 ) presents this latter description. Where two flaws can be seen very clearly in this process.
this problem. 'To solve this problem, the "same host" and "same service" features are re-calculated but based on the connection window of 100 connections rather than a time window of 2 s.' (15] Looking carefully at the explanation of Stolfo et al. [4] , and Lee et al.
[5-7] a separate and more confusing process will emerge. Their explanation of the construction process was as follows: "We sorted these connection records by the destination hosts, and applied the same pattern mining and feature construction process. [Rather than|Instead of] using a time window of 2 seconds, we now used a "connection" window of 100 connections, and constructed a mirror set of "host-based traffic" features as the (time-based) "traffic" features."
The first puzzle in this process is the purpose of sorting connections by destination and no reasonable answer can be provided. For example, what does an early connection to server C or D have to do with later connections to server A and/or B depending on where the earliest 100 th connection lies? Also, how does the order of destination servers determine the relationship between connections? This is because the main purpose of constructing these features is to detect a slow probing attack, but as the explanation of this process shows, the time sequence of these connections is distorted by this sorting step.
If we assumed that the authors were looking at connections to each destination server separately, then a second puzzle will arise. For instance, if we had to analyse the last 100 connections to server B alone, then why would we compute the features that are related to the same destination host, (dst_host_count (32), dst_host_same_srv_rate (34), dst_host_-diff_srv_rate (35), dst_host_same_src_port_rate (36), dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate (37), dst_host_-serror_rate (38), dst_host_rerror_rate(40)), as the current connection? In this situation all the 100 connections are going to same server and it is not reasonable to compute the rate of connections that are going to this host.
These Connection-based attributes in KDD already present counts and rates of connections to different destination hosts. This means that these counts were crossing between server groups. So, organising connections into server blocks is illogical.
If these scepticisms are justified, there is still one major flaw here. Stolfo et al. [4 ] and have claimed that the last 100 connections were examined in the construction of these features. Therefore, in the worst case scenario, all these connections will go to the same destination host and/or the same service, which will result in having counts of features 32 and The first puzzle in this process is the purpose of sorting connections by destination and no reasonable answer can be provided. For example, what does an early connection to server C or D have to do with later connections to server A and/or B depending on where the earliest 100 th connection lies? Also, how does the order of destination servers determine the relationship between connections? This is because the main purpose of constructing these features is to detect a slow probing attack, but as the explanation of this process shows, the time sequence of these connections is distorted by this sorting step.
These Connection-based attributes in KDD already present counts and rates of con-nections to different destination hosts. This means that these counts were crossing between server groups. So, organising connections into server blocks is illogical.
If these scepticisms are justified, there is still one major flaw here. Stolfo et al. [4] and have claimed that the last 100 connections were examined in the construction of these features. Therefore, in the worst case scenario, all these connections will go to the same destination host and/or the same service, which will result in having counts of features 32 and 33 (dst_host_count and dst_host_srv_count) to be of value 100 at most. Our analysis has showed that, the vast majority of these counts exceeds this value, up to a recorded value of 255. Figure 6 shows the counts and percentages of such connections in KDD. Figure 6 . Connection counts based on features 32 and 33, with counts ≤ or >100.
Experiment design and tools
In these experiments, we have used a server with the following hardware specifications, 2U Supermicro chassis, 8× host-swap 2. The reason to select Bro to process the PCAP files was because it was the same tool used to process these files to generate KDD. We also used TShark to validate Bro's results of TCP connections, which has led to the configurations discussed below.
We have used bash scripting to download DARPA files (tcpdump.gz and tcpdump.list. gz) for every simulation day from the training dataset. Every tcpdump.gz file was processed by Bro to extract the basic features of every Telnet connection along with their actual content. Every extracted connection was mapped to its corresponding attack class as it appears in the tcpdump.list file. After that, all extracted connections were mapped to KDD connections using a Perl script. Duration, source bytes and destination bytes were used as matching keys.
In the development of the Bro scripts, we had to set two main parameters to be able to extract long connections as well as those connections with multiple SYN packets. For every Telnet connection a [set_inactivity_timeout(conn_id, 24.0 hr)] function is called to extend the timeout. That is because Bro by default will timeout any TCP connection after five minutes if there was no interaction between hosts. DARPA has many Telnet connections that last for long time where keep-alive packets are exchanged every 2 hours or so. Another issue is with Telnet connections which start with multiple SYN packets. This traffic caused Bro to compute the start time of these connections in an incorrect way that caused a miscalculation of the total connection duration. Bro calculated the connection's start time for TCP connections based on the timestamp of the last SYN packet sent in the hand-shake phase before the server responded, rather than the first request. Therefore, we solved this challenge by setting this variable as this [redef tcp_attempt_delay = 1 min] because the longest delay between SYN packets was 50s.
The above figure (Figure 7) shows the run time of Bro, in seconds, to process every tcpdump file in DARPA.
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide evidence of existing problems in the generation process of the KDD 1999 dataset. This paper demonstrated that the KDD dataset has more attacks than what actually exists in the DARPA dataset. This suggests that a mislabelling or duplication of connections has taken place. The paper also discussed an experiment used to determine, for the first time, a linking technique between KDD and DARPA Telnet connections. This experiment has resulted in noting miscalculations on more than one quarter of the existing features, which mainly concentrated in the content-based features. This group of features are aimed at profiling connections to detect attacks related to connection payloads such as U2R and R2L. Many ML algorithms were failing in detecting those two types of attacks. Our work might shed some light on the reality of the generation process of these features, which could be one of many potential causes of the poor performance of these algorithms on these types of attacks. As a result we support As discussed in the literature, the main reason for researchers to use this dataset is the lack of an alternative. Therefore, a regeneration of this dataset, or any newer one, requires six main conditions to be satisfied to guarantee experimental reproducibility, which is a core requirement of science.
• Normal experimental practices:
• First, a full documentation of the raw dataset (network traces) should be pro-vided, including environment settings, tools versions and parameters, etc. • Second, all scripts, programs and tools used in such transformation should be made available and well documented. • Third, the raw dataset (network traces) should also be made publicly available, to make the analysis of any proposed transformation easier and reproducible. • Fourth, count analysis of input (packets, bytes, protocols, attacks, etc. . .) from raw files should match the output (processed data) results.
• IDS practices:
• Fifth, transformations of network traffic should focus on network level data that can be extracted from headers and avoid any processing at the payload level. This is to avoid any concern or limitation with the security and encrypted nature of traffic. Content analysis should be processed on host level, where better controls and enough information can be found for such tasks. • Generalisedfeaturesforallprotocolsandservicesshouldbeprohibited.Everyfeature should reflect a known computational process. For example, duration feature will be computed as the time period of connection with certain start and end criteria, where this criteria might differ from one protocol to another. Having a different computation process or different measuring criteria for the same features should be prohibited. Such inconsistences were evident in KDD, especially in Content-based features, where we can see that no one clear and unified process is used to calculate these features, even within the same protocol (TCP) for the same service (Telnet). For example, the logged_in feature in Telnet connection is incremented when a login action is detected in a connection. It is not clear how this feature contributed to services such as finger, echo, etc. that requires no login activity.
A more recent network traffic dataset, such as the UNB ISCX Intrusion Detection Evaluation DataSet 2012 [1] should be transformed into a suitable form for ML and knowl-edge discovery applications. This leads us to suggest a collaboration project between leading research institutes and research communities to generate and share similar datasets. A new project could release the latest versions of datasets at time intervals to address changes in network behaviour and take into account changes in attack strategies or types of malware. Having a transparently created and updateable dataset for use by researchers is a core requirement for analysis and comparison. Finally, this paper urges that DARPA and KDD should no longer be used as a testbed for IDS training and evaluation.
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Notes on contributors
June 25'th 1998: Due to severe thunderstorms over Eyrie AFB, many of the systems on the EAFB network were knocked out, and network traffic to the rest of the internet was disrupted. Most systems are now back on line, and we expect all remaining services to be restored shortly. 
